Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Bakari Moore
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Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Linda O'Shea
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Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

carla campbell
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Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Ben Stevens
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Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Tiziano mainelli
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Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Chris Upjohn
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Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Mario Rossi
0807
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Jenny Doyle
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Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Sergio otoya
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Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Micael Guisado
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Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Regina Evans
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Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Leenie Mayfield
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Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Lisa Weaver
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Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

nga chu
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Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Robert Perez
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Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Linda OBrien

0816
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Wanda Magill

0817
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Cicada Moon

0818
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

0819
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Ben Reynolds

0820
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Pamela Murray

0821
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Teresa Mason

0822
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Kyndal Clark

0823
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Sharon ward

0824
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Coen ward

0825
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Julie vdH

0826
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Marilee Campbell

0827
Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Gan Ying

0828
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Lucas Ocampo

0829
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Andre John

0830
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Joanna Egan

0831
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Janine Brown

0832
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Adriano Severino

0833
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

0834
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Hollie West

0836
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

John crowther
0837
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Kate Drury

0838
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Dane Voorderhake

0839
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Juliet baker

0840
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Bj Boyer

0841
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

- **Section 4: Industry Self Regulation** - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
- **Section 5: Strata Regulation** - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

- **Section 6: Planning Framework** - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
- **Section 7: Registration or Licensing** - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Eleni Toskas

0842
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Grace Chapman

0843
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all. 
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Shann Akkersdyk

0844
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Paul Slater

0845
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Nadim Chayeb

0846
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Matthew Olson

0847
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Jodi alford
0848
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.  
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.  
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.  
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Amber Wineman

0849
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Cordelia Hibbert

0850
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Rebecca Beaton

0851
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Bernadette hickey

0852
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Tracey Wise

0853
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Lynne Simpson

0854
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Jill McNickle

0855
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Guillaume de Marneffe

0856
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Jane Webber

0857
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Bilal Bordie

0858
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Mary Bernadette

0859
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Luke Hartstonge

0860
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Alana Simons

0861
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Carly Jones
0862
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Yueting Wang

0863
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Kim Gray

0864
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Brad Carter
0865
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Sarah Evans

0866
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Aj Lambert

0867
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.  
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.  
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.  
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Helen Evans

0868
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Leigh McConnell

0869
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Jenny Fletcher
0870
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Olivia Beynon

0871
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Karen Dark

0872
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Victor Maldonado

0873
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

0874
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Graziela Bueno

0875
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

0876
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Neil Galbraith

0877
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

0878
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Laraine Rowsell

0879
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Nigel Brown

0880
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Charlotte Song

0881
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Karren Boyd

0882
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

John Tonkin

0883
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

0884
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Rebecca Ronayne

0885
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.  
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.  
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.  
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.  

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

David Parfett

0886
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Brenda Doney

0887
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Nardia Luckman

0888
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Trudie Simpson

0889
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Rosemarie Czulowski

0890
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Maria Barahona

0891
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Penny Caldicott

0892
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Alison Manning

0893
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Gregory Mullen

0894
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all. Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Laura robinson

0895
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Michael Leverett

0896
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

James McLaren

0897
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Janne Ryan

0898
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

0899
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Rhonda Bone

0900